
* SMOOTH FINISH  * LONG LASTING

* MICROPOROUS * FLEXIBLE

                * FINE CRACK BRIDGING

ELASTOMERIC

COLOUR AVAILABILITY

BEFORE

AFTER

BRILLIANT WHITE MAGNOLIAGARDENIA CREAM

*BRUSH   *ROLLER   *SPRAY   *WATER BASED   *QUICK DRYING



           Bedec Extra-Flex Masonry paint is ideally suited for the protection of  exterior masonry,  roughcast,
pebble-dash, brickwork,

      cement and concrete rendered surfaces.
   It can be applied to previously painted surfaces after suitable preparation This modified acrylic blend is a flexi-
ble microporous protective coating that will flex with the substrate where movement causes cracking in conven-

tional masonry paint.

Directions for use
Stir thoroughly, check colour before use. Apply by brush roller or spray (use HPLV or Airless spray for best
results). Do not apply at temperatures below 10o Centigrade or when foggy or likely to rain before the paint has
dried. Ensure all surfaces are free from oil, grease, dirt, dust and loose particles. On existing painted surfaces,
remove all loose and flaking paint and thoroughly rub down with abrasive paper.
Areas affected by mould, lichen, algae or moss should be treated with a suitable fungicidal wash.
On untreated, new cement, render etc. or any porous substrate the first coat should be thinned with approx. 30%
clean water.

Coverage
5 litres will cover approx. 50 square metres per coat depending upon substrate texture, porosity and application
method.

Drying
Touch dry 2 hours, recoatable after 4 hours at 18oC 65% relative humidity.

Clean up
Clean tools and equipment with water immediately after use.

Wise Precautions
Ensure good ventilation during application and drying.
Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
When applying it is advisable to wear eye protection.
In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical advice.
After contact with skin, wash off immediately with soap and water or a recognised skin cleanser.
Do not use solvent, thinners or white spirit.
Keep out of reach of children.
In case of insufficient ventilation during spraying wear suitable respiratory equipment.
Do not store by hanging on a hook.
Do not empty into drains or water courses. Some local authorities have special facilities for disposing of waste
paint.
Avoid the inhalation of dust. Wear suitable face mask if dry sanding.
Special precautions should be taken during surface preparation of pre- 1960s paint surfaces over wood and metal
as they may contain harmful lead.
Do not store at low temperatures, protect from frost.

Flash Point: Not applicable.
Pack Sizes: 5 litres
Colour Range: Brilliant White, Magnolia (BS08B15), Gardenia (BS10B15), Cream.
Other colours made to order, subject to economical batch quantities.

BEDEC PRODUCTS LIMITED
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CM6 1RY

Due to printing limitations the colour shown may not match the paint exactly.


